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I
n the last decades, discoveries of new
sp2-carbon allotropes, such as fullerenes,
carbon nanotubes and graphene, have

significantly accelerated the interest in mod-
ern electronics beyond silicon.1�6 Thereby,
the extraordinary properties which vary with
the dedicated dimensionality of the carbon
allotropes enable almost all required electri-
cal features to create carbon-based electro-
nics and optoelectronics even on flexible
substrates and/or large areas.7�11 Fullerenes,
representing the family of 0D carbon allo-
tropes, exhibit strong acceptor properties
and perform as n-type semiconductor or
charge storage unit.11,12 Single-walled car-
bon nanotubes (SWCNTs), by owning a very
high aspect ratio, stand for the 1D system.
Their metallic characteristics as well as semi-
conducting features with band gaps up to

2.0 eV, depending on the chirality, enable a
variety of applications.13,14 The semimetal
graphene, as a 2D example, shows a huge
charge carrier mobility, especially benefi-
cial for analogue electronic applications, in
which a pronounced band gap is actually not
essential.5,6,15 Although the high perfor-
mance electronics based on carbon allo-
tropes realized outstanding achievements,
the material synthesis, as well as the fabrica-
tion processes, is still quite expensive and
considerably complicated, and the compat-
ibility with large-scale production remains
challenging.11,16�18 Solution processing of
carbon allotropes, on the other hand, offers
the prospect to overcome those difficulties.
Although the sp2-conjugation in the allo-

tropes is essential for the electrical transport
properties, it limits the access to individually
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ABSTRACT Approaches for the selective self-assembly of func-

tionalized carbon allotropes from solution are developed and

validated for 0D-fullerenes, 1D-carbon nanotubes and 2D-graphene.

By choosing the right molecular interaction of self-assembled

monolayers (serving the surface) with the functionalization features

of carbon materials, which provide the solubility but also serve the

driving force for assembly, we demonstrate a region-selective and

self-terminating assembly of the materials. Active layers of the

carbon allotropes can be selectively deposited in the channel region

of thin-film transistor (TFT) devices by this approach. As an example for a 0D system, molecules of C60 functionalized octadecylphosphonic acids are used to

realize self-assembled monolayer field-effect transistors (SAMFETs) based on a selective molecular exchange reaction of stearic acid in the channel region.

For noncovalently functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and graphene oxide (GO) flakes, the electrostatic Coulomb interactions

between the functional groups of the carbon allotropes and the charged head groups of a SAM dielectric layer are utilized to implement the selective

deposition.

KEYWORDS: carbon allotropes . self-assembly . dip-coating . self-assembled monolayer . fullerene . carbon nanotubes .
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dispersed species, due to the strong π�π stacking. To
overcome the interlayer or intermolecular π�π stack-
ing force, several concepts have been investigated to
solubilize or disperse carbon allotropes. Typically,
those concepts can be classified into the covalent
approaches with functional groups attached to some
carbon atoms or noncovalent approaches based on
the electrostatic interactions with ligands. The most
prominent example for direct covalent functionaliza-
tion is the conversion of the almost insoluble C60
fullerene to the phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM),19 which introduces solubility but in general
preserves the electronic structure of C60, due to the
controlled exohedral attachment of only one functional
group.12,20 To generate well-dispersed SWCNTs, both
approaches including noncovalent wrapping with poly-
mers or π-ligands aswell as covalentmotives have been
successfully exploited.21�24 Another example, which
illustrates the challenges in covalent functionalization,
is the oxidation of graphene (starting from graphite) to
graphene oxide (GO). This leads to a highly disturbed
π-systemandconsequentlydegradedelectricalproperties
of the GO, so that an additional reductive back conversion
to reducedgrapheneoxide (rGO) is required after process-
ing to achieve graphene-like properties.25�27

However, a sufficient dispersion of the active carbon
materials is just the initial step to realize solution-
processed electronic devices. Even more important is
the controlled and preferred self-aligned integration of
the materials into device architectures from solution.
For this purpose, the implemented functionality, which
primarily provides the dispersibility, can be exploited
as the chemical driving force to steer the formation of
active device layers on pretreated surfaces. A well-
developed approach to modify a surface is the use of
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which typically
consist of a simple n-alkyl chain of sp3-carbon species,
an anchor group and a functional headgroup, respon-
sible for tuning the surface properties.28,29 The head-
group can be tailored to fit to the functional moieties
of the carbon allotropes to allow for strong interac-
tions between the insulating SAM with the active
carbon allotropes. Additional to the sp2-based carbon
allotropes with the insulating sp3 alkyl chained
SAMs, all components (conductor, semiconductor
and insulator) are available to develop fully carbon-
based electronics.30

In the present work, we report on concepts that
allow for the selective self-assembly of 0D, 1D and 2D
carbon allotropes (Figure 1) in the active channel area
of thin-film transistor (TFT) devices. These carbon
allotropes are introduced to the channel area by a
dip-coating approach, in which the substrate is simply
immersed into the carbon allotrope solution. The
devoted chemical functionalization provides surface
interactions, leading to a self-aligned deposition.
Due to the specificity in chemical interaction, the self-
assembly is a self-terminated process, resulting in a
confined channel layer thickness of almost monolayers
of the corresponding C60, CNTs or graphene. All de-
vices consist of tiny hybrid dielectrics with 3.6 nm
aluminumoxide (AlOx) and insulating SAMs of different
chemical composition in order to provide the attractive
surface for the self-assembly of the carbon species. The
hybrid stack (AlOx/SAM) enables low-voltage transistor
operation of less than 3 V.31�34

Self-assembled monolayer field-effect transistors
(SAMFETs) of C60 were realized by a direct exchange
reaction of stearic acid (C17�CA) by C60-functionalized
octadecylphosphonic acids (C60C18�PA, Figure 2a),
based on the difference of covalent bonding energies
of phosphonic acids (PAs) and carboxylic acids (CAs) to
AlOx. For self-assembled SWCNT devices, we exploited
the electrostatic interaction between a gate dielectric
SAM 1-methyl-3-(dodecylphosphonic acid)imidazolium
bromide (IMI-C12�PA), which has a cationic imidazolium
headgroup, and SWCNTs, which were noncovalently
functionalized with a perylene bisimide derivative
(Figure 3a). Functional graphene-based transistors
were fabricated by self-assembly of GO flakes on the
IMI-C12�PA SAM, driven by the strong electrostatic
attraction between the headgroup of the SAM and the
GO. The GO flakes in the channel region were reduced
from GO to rGO (Figure 4a).
To ensure that the selective self-assembly of the

carbon allotropes is only attributed to the surface
chemistry rather than to the surface roughness of
the transistor gate pattern (RRMS ≈ 1.3 nm),34 the
selectivity was first investigated on flat atomic layer
deposition (ALD) AlOx substrates (RRMS ≈ 0.5 nm). The
AlOx substrates serve an in-plane pattern of different
SAMs with attractive and nonattractive interactions of
the carbon allotropes (detailed description in the Support-
ing Information).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the region-selective deposition of carbon allotropes. (a) C60C18�PA (with blue C60 head
groups) by exchange reaction as 0D example. (b) Network of noncovalently functionalized SWCNTs as 1D example and (c) GO
flakes as 2D example. The outside regionswith green head groups represent F15C18�PA SAM. The inside regions of (b) and (c)
with purple head groups represent IMI-C12�PA SAM.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selective Self-Assembly of C60C18�PA. The use of solu-
tion processed C60-terminated molecules as SAMs was
demonstrated successfully as contact treatment layer
in organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices,35,36 as memory

or photoreactive dielectric layer in organic TFTs37,38 or

even as active channel layer in SAMFETs.33,39,40 For all

examples, a direct deposition of the functionalized

C60 derivatives on the bare oxide surface was used

to create the SAMs. In particular for SAMFETs, the

Figure 2. The region-selective deposition of C60C18�PA. (a) Schematic process of the exchange reaction, starting with a
C17�CA SAM, which is partially exchanged by C60C18�PA until saturation. (b and c) The best fit SLD profiles from X-ray
reflectivity (XRR) measurements on a C17�CA SAM before (b) and after (c) the exchange reaction with C60C18�PA. The
measured reflectivity data are shown in the insets.

Figure 3. The region-selective deposition of the noncovalently functionalized SWCNTs. (a) Schematic sketch of proposed
surface interaction of SWCNT on AlOx surface functionalized with IMI-C12�PA. The noncovalently functionalization (PBI in
green color) interacts with SWCNT and leads to the formation of an electrostatic double layer indicated by δ�/δþ.
Consequently, the PBI tends to attract the SWCNT to the positively charged SAM. (b) Raman spectroscopy mapping,
considering G-band of the SWCNTs, illustrates the selective deposition of the SWCNTs onto the loop-structured region
covered with IMI-C12�PA. The other areas are functionalized with F15C18�PA SAM. (c) AFM image illustrating an edge region
of the functionalized areas as in (b).
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transport properties strongly depend on the effective
π�π interaction of the C60 head groups to form
conductive pathways. Due to themismatches between
the required space of the C60 head groups and the PA
anchor groups, the confined 2D order of C60moieties is
limited in such monolayers. It can be enhanced by
mixing the fullerene functionalized molecules with
alky-phosphonic acids to form a mixed monolayer of,
e.g., decylphosphonic acid (C10-PA) and C60C18�PA,
where the C10-PA acts as a supporting feature.40 Here,
we present a new approach for a selective assembly of
C60-functionalized PAs, which simultaneously forces
those active molecules to order, by partially exchanging
SAMs of carboxylic acids. SAMmolecules with CA anchor
groups (binding energy on AlOx ≈ �95 kJ/mol) tend
to be exchanged by stronger binding PAs (binding
energy on AlOx ≈ �178 kJ/mol), with a driving force
of�83 kJ/mol, but not vice versa.41,42 That means in case
of an in-plane patterned SAM surface consisting of a
fluorinated SAMwith PA anchor group (Figure 1a, green)
and C17�CA, only the CA is exchanged, leading to a
selective deposition of C60C18�PA in this area.

Figure 2a shows the schematic of the exchange
reaction performed over a period of 24 h by dip-coating
the substrate into a 5.8 mg/L solution of C60C18�PA in
2-propanol. The scattering length density (SLD = Fe 3 re,
where Fe is the electron density, and re is the classical
electron radius) profiles extracted from X-ray reflectivity
(XRR) measurements40 of the initial C17�CA and the
exchanged SAM are shown in Figures 2b,c (detailed
description in theSupporting Information). The exchanged
SAMconsists of amixture of bothC17�CA andC60C18�PA,

where the shorter C17�CA is partially exchanged by the
PA connected to the C18 chain. We suppose that the
exchange reactionproceeds until the C60C18�PA formsa
densely packed C60 head layer. Underneath this C60 layer,
the remaining C17�CA prevents the C60 head groups
from collapsing onto the substrate. The peak at 23 Å in
the SLD profile (Figure 2c) indicates such a confined
C60 arrangement. A clearly reduced SLD is detected
between the AlOx substrate and the C60 head groups
corresponding to the alkyl chains of C17�CA and
C60C18�PA, compared to a pure C60C18�PA SAM
(Figure S1). The remain of CAs after the exchange
reaction was further proven by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) of 4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,11-
heptadecauoroundecanoic acid (F17C10-CA, utilized
to obtain a clear XPS signal) exchanged by C60C18�PA
(Figure S2).

Selective Self-Assembly of Functionalized SWCNTs. Specific
surface treatment with SAMs has already been demon-
strated to assemble SWCNTs in transistor channels.8,43

In the present approach, the SWCNTs are noncovalently
functionalized with N,N0-bis(1-pentylhexyl)perylene-
3,4:9,10-tetracarboxylic bisimide (PBI) (Figure 3a) that
is soluble inmost organic solvents suchasN,N-dimethyl-
formamide (DMF).PBIshavedemonstratedhighdispersion
and individualization rates of SWCNTs via π�π stacking
in aqueous solution, while leaving the carbon lattice
intact.44,45 We used a batch of pristine SWCNTs, consist-
ing of a mixture of both metallic- and semiconducting-
nanotubes, allowing for a high throughput of our
device production and optimization of the process.
Further work will concentrate on the improvement of

Figure 4. The region-selective deposition of GO. (a) The schematic interaction of GO on IMI-C12�PA functionalized surface
and the reduction process leading to a selective deposition of graphene flakes. The reduction agents are HI and TFA and the
reaction temperature is 80 �C. (b) SEM image showing the selective deposition of GO. The regions with enrichment of GO
flakes are functionalized by IMI-C12�PA SAM and others are covered by F15C18�PA SAM layer. (c) Raman mapping showing
the layer number of the rGO flakes, according to the intensity of the G-band. Themeasurement was taken from samples in (b)
after the reduction process. The loop structure is covered by IMI-C12�PA SAM, and the rest is covered by F15C18�PA SAM.
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mentioned devices by utilizing highly purified s-SWCNTs
(detailed description in the Supporting Information).

The prepatterned substrates consist of SAMs on the
ALD-AlOx of 12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,16,16,17,17,18,18,18-
pentadecafluorooctadecyl-phosphonic acid (F15C18�PA)
and IMI-C12�PA, which provides a positively charged
imidazolium headgroup. They were dip-coated into the
SWCNT solution with a concentration of 0.06 mg/mL for
24 h. The PBI ligands act as p-dopants of the SWCNTs.46

The interaction between PBIs and SWCNTs increases the
electron density in the noncovalently attached PBI and
leads to a negative ζ-potential of �22 mV. The PBI
functionalized SWCNTs exhibit a negatively polarized
layer and are hence easily attracted by the positively
charged IMI-C12�PA surface. This driving force is used to
place SWCNTs on specific patterns of IMI-C12�PAbut not
on F15C18�PA. Since PBI is a neutral molecule in its pure
form, the remaining free PBI is likely not interacting with
the IMI-C12�PA surface. Consequently, the free PBI is not
affecting the SWCNT deposition and makes a further
purification or dialysis step unnecessary.8

The selective deposition of SWCNTs has been con-
firmed by scanning Raman spectroscopy mapping
of the G-band intensity, as intrinsic feature of the
sp2-carbon species (Figure 3b), as well as atomic force
microscope (AFM) measurements (Figure 3c). The re-
gionwith pronouncedG-band intensity is coveredwith
the positively charged IMI-C12�PA SAM, which is at-
tractive for SWCNTs, while the black region is covered
with F15C18�PA SAM. An AFM image from the edge of
the patterned structure shows a digital placement of
the SWCNTs. The solution-based SWCNTs are appear-
ing as a random network on the substrate.

Since the selective self-assembly process is driven
by the attractive Coulomb force, it is not limited to those

SAM-couples with a large difference in surface ener-
gies like F15C18�PA (γ = 9 mN/m)47 and IMI-C12�PA
(γ = 62mN/m). The same tendency was found by using
a thiol-terminated SAM 12-mercaptododecylphospho-
nic acid (HS-C12�PA) with surface energy of 45 mN/m.
A selective placement of SWCNTs onto IMI-C12�PA in
contrast to the HS-C12�PA (Figure S3) was proven by
AFM and Raman characterizations. The employing of HS-
C12�PA is further beneficial to utilize stronger adhesion
of gold source/drain electrodes in fabrication of fully
integrated transistor devices and tomake the processing
more reliable than using F15C18�PA (Figure 5b).

Selective Self-Assembly of GO and Conversion to rGO. The
oxidation of graphite enables the solution-based self-
assembly of graphene materials and even the func-
tional groups attached to GO could provide a driving
force for selective self-assembled deposition. In litera-
ture, the selective deposition of GO has been realized
based on the difference in surface energy of the SAM
surface.48,49 However, the selective deposition should
not be limited only to the difference in surface energy
but also (as described in case of SWCNTs) could be
driven by a stronger interaction such as the electrostatic
force, resulting in a higher degree of selectivity. The
routine for our process consists of the deposition of the
GO on dedicated SAMs and the reduction process by
converting GO to flakes of rGO, as shown in Figure 4a.

GO is produced by a recently published method,
and the yielded GO bears an almost preserved
σ-framework of carbon atoms and is chemically func-
tionalized by hydroxyl, epoxy and organosulfate as
major groups (detailed description in the Supporting
Information).50,51 Due to these negatively charged
groups, the GO exhibits a negative ζ-potential of about
�50 mV.51 The same prepatterned IMI-C12�PA and

Figure 5. The schematic device architectures and electric characteristics of the devices based on region-selectively deposited
carbon allotropes. FETs based on (a) C60C18�PA, (b) SWCNTs and (c) rGO. (d�f) Corresponding transfer curves of the devices
from (a) to (c), respectively. The channel length L and channel widthW for the C60-based devices are L = 3 μmandW = 100 μm
and for the SWCNT- and rGO-based devices are L = 5 μm and W = 1000 μm.
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F15C18�PA SAM layers (as used for self-assembly of
SWCNTs) provide selective deposition sites with the
imidazolium headgroup for GO flakes. The driving
force for the selective deposition of GO is an electro-
static attraction of the negatively charged GO and the
positively charged IMI-C12�PA SAM headgroup.

The prepatterned ALD substrate is dip-coated into
the GO dispersion (0.1 mg/mL) for 24 h. The resulting
selective deposition of GO on the substrate is visua-
lized with scanning electron microscope (SEM) shown
in Figure 4b. As presented in the SEM image, most of
the IMI-C12�PA region is covered by the GO flakes. On
the basis of the gray scale of the SEM image, the
average coverage by GO on the surface is up to 86%,
regardless of mono-, bi-, or few layer flakes.

The selective deposition of GO flakes on the sub-
strate is followed by a reduction process in the atmo-
sphere of hydriodic acid (HI) and trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) at 80 �C (detailed description in the Supporting
Information).50,52,53 To identify the number of depos-
ited rGO layers, the G-band intensity is measured using
scanning Raman microscopy (Figure 4c).54 The typical
Raman spectrum of the rGO and the mapping of
G-band intensity, D-band intensity and the intensity
ratio of the D- and G-bands are presented in Figure S4.
From the Raman mapping image and the analysis of
the G-band intensity histogram (Figure S5), we esti-
mate coverage of the IMI-C12�PA SAM region of about
78% with detectable G-band, in which there are about
74% monolayers, 14% bilayers and about 12% few
layers. This high coverage is in good agreement with
the results from SEM measurements, confirming the
efficiency of the self-assembly process.

TFTs Based on Self-Assembled Carbon Allotropes. To vali-
date the highly region-selective deposition of all afore-
mentioned functionalized carbon allotropes, the process
was applied in the fabrication of TFTs. The device pre-
paration for all the materials are based on standard
photolithography processes (detailed description in the
Supporting Information). The schematic profiles of the
devices for C60-, SWCNTs- and GO-based materials are
illustrated in Figures 5a�c, respectively. All devices are
fabricated in bottom-gate bottom-contact configuration.

For C60C18�PA-based SAMFETs, an expected n-type
TFT transport property12 is achieved (as indicated in
the transfer curve of Figure 5d) with a threshold
voltage of Vth = 0.5 V. The on/off-current ratio reaches
as high as 8 � 103, indicating a perfect switch ability.
For the geometry with channel length of 3 μm and
width of 100 μm, the obtained on- and off-currents are
2.6� 10�9 and 3.3� 10�13 A, respectively. The source/
drain-gate overlap regions are covered with insulating
C17�CA. For the on-state region of the FET, the drain
current is at least 1 order of magnitude larger than the
gate leakage current. Besides, the charge carrier mo-
bility in the saturation regime is 3.0� 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1.
This value exceeds the mobility in devices with direct

self-assembled pure C60C18�PA by 1 order of magni-
tude (Figures S6 and S7).

The TFTs based on the random network of functio-
nalized SWCNTs on IMI-C12�PA SAM were fabricated
and measured in ambient air. The transistor character-
istics of a Corbino geometry55,56 with channel length
of 5 μm and width of 1000 μm (Figure S8a, left) is
presented in Figure 5e. The maximum on-/off-current
ratio at the interval of VGS = �3.0 to 3.0 V reaches to
50.6, and the IDS/IGS ratio at VGS = �3.0 V is 1.87 � 103.
By considering the random network of SWCNTs in the
channel as a thin film, the conventional equation of the
mobility in linear regime is valid for the present devices.
This linearmobility leads to a valueof0.02 cm2V�1 s�1. It
is worth noting that the TFT characteristics such as
mobility and/or on-/off-current ratio can be improved
by applying our concept to higher concentrated solu-
tions of CNTs and/or purely semiconducting-SWCNTs
with advanced aspect ratio.43,57 A doubled concentra-
tion of CNT solution (0.12mg/mL), assembled under the
same conditions and into the same device setup, leads
to an improved linear mobility of 0.56 cm2 V�1 s�1

(Figure S9).
For a device based on rGO, which has the same

geometry and architecture as SWCNT-based TFTs, a
typical transfer curvemeasured in ambient air is shown
in Figure 5f. The devices exhibit a Dirac voltage of
VGS = 1.95 Vwith considerable symmetric electron- and
hole-conductions, especially in the sense of the trans-
conductance of the transistor. The current modulation
ratio could reach to the value of 1.6, and the IDS/IGS
ratio is at least 1 order of magnitude. The extracted
linear mobility for electrons and holes is 3.20 and
1.75 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively. These values driven by
an internal field aremuchhigher than those from a self-
assembly driven by an external electrostatic force.58

The corresponding output curves for all the TFTs are
presented in Figure S8.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a general approach for region-
selective self-assembly of 0D, 1D and 2D carbon
allotropes from solution. By tuning the interaction
between amodified surface and functionalized carbon
allotropes, the carbon species can be directed to a
dedicated target area. This general concept was pro-
ven to work for functionalized fullerenes, carbon nano-
tubes and graphene as our model systems. In case of
the fullerenes, a covalent functionalization with an alkyl
phosphonic acid was chosen, and a surface specific self-
assembly of areas coveredwith SAMsof carboxylic acids
was shown. For the SWCNTs, a noncovalent functiona-
lization with PBI derivatives was adopted, which en-
abled stable dispersions in common organic solvents
and introduced an attractive interaction to charged
surfaces. Aluminum oxide, modified with charged self-
assembled monolayers of IMI-C12�PA, served as target
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surface. As an example of a 2D system,GOwas prepared
from graphite and dispersed in an aqueous solution.
The necessary oxidation process introduces covalently
bound and charged moieties on the carbon system,
which can be utilized to establish attractive forces to an

oppositely charged surface. In the present work, this
charged surface was realized by a SAM of IMI-C12�PA.
For all three systems, wemanaged to apply the assembly
approach of carbon allotropes to the channel region of
fully patternedTFTs, yieldingoperating transistor devices.

METHODS
Preparation of Photolithographically Patterned Substrates. For the

preparation, heavily p-doped silicon wafers with an aluminum
oxide layer of 10 nm thickness formed by atomic layer deposi-
tion (ALD) were used. The wafer was treated with oxygen
plasma for 3 min (pressure 0.2 mbar, power 200 W) to enrich
the hydroxyl groups on the surface. A monolayer was self-
assembled on the flat surface by immersion into a 0.025mmol/L
solution of IMI-C12�PA (2-propanol as solvent) for 4 h. A 30 nm
layer of gold was evaporated as a sacrificial layer to protect
the IMI-C12�PA SAM from the photoresist material. After the
photolithographical patterning and wet-chemical etching of the
gold layer, IMI-C12�PA was removed from the exposed regions
by 10 min of oxygen plasma treatment. Afterward, fluorinated
SAM was assembled on the bare aluminum oxide by immersion
into 0.2mmol/L solution of F15C18�PA (2-propanol as solvent) for
24 h. The process is illustrated in Figure S10.

The Raman Mapping Method for Visualization of the Selective Deposi-
tion. Raman spectroscopic studies were performed on Horiba
Jobin Yvon LabRAM Aramis confocal Raman spectrometer
equipped with a microscope and an automated XYZ table, at
laser excitation of 532 nm. The increment for scanning Raman
microscopy was 4 μm and the laser energy was 2 mW.

The selective deposition of SWCNTs was visualized by
scanning Raman microscopy and intensity of the G-band was
measured as shown in Figure 3b. The black area denotes
the substrate without SWCNT coverage and the colored area
implies the region of self-deposited SWCNTs.

To visualize the number of layer of rGO over the scanned
area, the G-band intensity of Raman spectra was used to finally
distinguish between uncovered substrate (black), monolayers
of graphene (blue), bilayers of graphene (green) and few layers
of graphene (red), as shown in Figure 4c.
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